Supplementary Notes

Supplementary Note 1
As discussed in the main manuscript, the waveguide dimensions (800 nm 200 nm) and gap between the ring-waveguide and the bus-waveguide (180 nm) are all optimized to achieved critical coupling for TE resonant modes.
The TM resonant modes are critically coupled at larger waveguide separations (~340 nm), while being over-coupled in the presented devices with 180 nm gaps (Q coupling < Q intrinsic ). The through-port transmission of the TM resonant modes is shown in Supplementary Figure 1 , the resonances show lower loaded quality factor than the TE modes due to the additional loss rate provided by the leakage to the bus-waveguides. 
Supplementary Note 2
In order to accurately determine the QD temperature while tuning the ring resonator filter, we studied the QD emission wavelength shift as a function of the cryostat temperature. As shown in Supplementary Figure 2 , the emission wavelength is a non-linear function of the temperature. By comparing the QD emission wavelength shift at a specific voltage with the wavelength shifts at a certain cryostat temperature, we can deduce the QD temperature while tuning the ring resonator filter. We estimated the QD temperature at 12.5 Volts of tuning voltage to be < 35 K.
Supplementary Figure 2 | Quantum dot emission wavelength tuning.
To couple the quantum dot emission to the ring resonator, the exciton wavelength and the ring resonance must be matched. The figure shows the QD emission wavelength shift as a function of the substrate temperature, where the red circles present the measured data and the blue line presents the data fit.
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Supplementary Note 3
The excellent on-chip filtering that is demonstrated can be attributed to a combination of attenuation and filtering of unwanted photons. Ultra-efficient pump-suppression in the drop port is a result of material absorption, severe under-coupling of the pump to the resonator, and the use of top excitation.
The high-frequency chemical vapor deposition of SiN (1:1 NH 3 :SiH 4 ) exhibits high optical absorption at the visible range of the spectrum [1] . Additionally, the pump photons have much lower coupling to the resonating modes of the cavity. The ring-waveguide gap of 180 nm was designed to achieve critical coupling of TE modes at a wavelength of ~880 nm. For the pump photons, the effective length of the two coupling gaps is increased by ~400 nm, Therefore, the bulk InP emission couples less efficiently to the drop port.
Furthermore, since the waveguide dimensions impose a single mode cut-off for pump photons, the pump is coupled to higher order modes which exhibit weak coupling to the resonant modes of the cavity due to the small overlap integral between the evanescent fields. The multi-photon probability at zero time delay was measured to be g Finally, previously measured values of encapsulated nanowires, ref [11] in the main manuscript, show multiphoton probability at zero delay equal to 0.07 using spectrometer filtering without any detector correction. Photonic circuit integration has no effect on the quality of the photon emission.
Therefore, the presented measurements in the paper provide a proof-ofprinciple experiment in a new territory of selective integration and filtering of quantum emitters, and by no means the reported g 
Supplementary Note 6
Here we present the results of another WDM device. Two nanowires QDs are butt coupled to a SiN waveguide, their emission wavelengths are separated by ~6 nm. As shown in Supplementary Figure 7 , we are able to wavelength-multiplex the emission of both QDs into one photonic channel, then demultiplexing the emission using a tunable filter. As we increase the tuning voltage, QD1 can be decoupled from the through-port of the ring resonator leaving only the signal from QD2. In this device, the voltages 8 applied are higher than the QWDM device presented in the main manuscript, this is attributed to the fact that the we used an off-chip heater for tuning. 
Supplementary
Supplementary Note 7
Our current technology allows for transfer of wires on an average time of 6 min with >70% success rate. As a proof of concept, we integrated more complex quantum photonic circuits with selected 6 sources operating independently with no significant additional effort. Supplementary Figure   8 shows the transfer process of site selected nanowire quantum dots from the growth chip. Supplementary Figure 9a All the wires are pumped in-plane using a HeNe laser. The presented excitation scheme paves the way for large-scale integration where a single source, can be electrically-pumped [4] , is used to excite multiple quantum emitters using integrated routers and filters. In order achieve scalable integration of larger number of sources, an automated process needs to be implemented. More interestingly with the current approach, our NWs are all site selected so in principle a fully-automated process can be performed to pick NW from the growth chip, then transfer it to the pre-marked place on the target chip. Finally, finding two or more identical quantum dots to perform quantum interference measurements is challenging. But, we believe that our approach using nanowires, which offer a higher degree of growth control, is one of the most promising quantum photonic integration techniques. Especially since crystal phase quantum dots are emerging as a highly designable system at the atomic layer level [5] . 
